GIC OPENS NEW OFFICE IN BRAZIL
1 April 2014, Singapore/São Paulo, Brazil – GIC, Singapore’s sovereign
wealth fund, officially opens a new office in Brazil today, its 10th worldwide, to
focus on investment opportunities in Latin America.
The opening of GIC’s office in São Paulo reflects its commitment to Latin
America. As a long-term value investor, GIC is actively sourcing for opportunities
in areas such as real estate, healthcare, financial and business services, natural
resources and infrastructure. GIC is keen to partner with, and invest in,
businesses with strong long-term growth prospects.
“Our presence in Brazil will enable our partners to engage early and interact
closely with the GIC team, which is very beneficial for complex and sizeable
investments. We believe our partners will gain from having access to GIC’s
global network of business contacts and market insights. Although emerging
markets remain volatile, we are confident of the long-term Latin America growth
story,” stated GIC Group Chief Investment Officer, Mr Lim Chow Kiat.
GIC Group President, Mr Lim Siong Guan, added, “GIC’s presence in Brazil is
another step in our strategy to be present in key financial capitals around the
world. Local partners and insights add to our global understanding of value
investment opportunities. To stay ahead in an increasingly competitive
landscape, we will continue to leverage our ability to invest on a multi-asset
class basis, respond quickly to investment opportunities both large and small,
and adopt a long-term view in our investment commitments.”
The GIC office in Brazil is headed by Dr Wolfgang Schwerdtle. Dr Schwerdtle
has been with GIC for five years. He will build a strong network of business
relationships in the region and actively seek investment opportunities for GIC.

About GIC
GIC is a leading global investment firm with well over US$100 billion in assets
under management. Established in 1981, the firm manages Singapore’s foreign
reserves and is uniquely positioned for long-term and flexible investments
across a wide range of asset classes, including real estate, private equity,
equities and fixed income. GIC has investments in over 40 countries and has
been investing in emerging markets for more than two decades. Headquartered
in Singapore, GIC employs over 1,200 people across ten offices in key financial
cities worldwide. For more information on GIC, please visit www.gic.com.sg.
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